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VLADIMIR P. GOSS

PARMA - VENICE - TROGIR:
HYPOTHETICAL PEREGRINATIONS OF A THIRTEENTH CENTURY
ADRIATIC SCULPTOR 1'

The main portal of the church of San Marco in Venice
is one of the finest, richest and historically most important works of the thirteenth century sculpture in the
Adriatic area. Created most likely between 1230 and
1250 the portal constitutes a part of a new exterior decoration through which the Venetians attempted to provide
for their state church a facade in the manner of the
contemporary architecture of the West (1). Since the
portal was erected in an important cultural center, a
nexus between the East an<l the West, it is no surprise
that various currents are reflected in its sculpture: Romanesque art of the AdriaUc area, Antelamiesque Romanesque/Gothic style introducing a note of French art, a
Renascence type of classicism and the local idiom steeped
in Oriental, both Byzantine and Muslim tradition (2).
This work docs not address itself to all aspects of the
portal of San Marco but to one particular problem: the
nature of relationship between some parts of the Venetian work and the portal of the Cathedral of Trogir on
the Croatian side of the Adriatic. The similarities between
the two portals have been noted, and the date of the
Trogir work, signed by a Master Radovan in 1240, was
used as a terminus « post quern )> for the completion of
the inner two arches of the portal of San Marco. Adolfo
Venturi has pointed out that Radovan was influenced by
the portal of San Marco, whcrc::as Toesca states that Radovan could have been trained only in Venice, a possibil ity
more recently seriously considered by Demus (3). But
where did the Trogir Masters come from? What is t he
climate that formed their artistic personalities? What was
the signifjcance of their Venetian experience for their
future career? T hese ate some questions around which
we will center ou r enquiry {4); in order to embark on
this project we have to reassess the historical and artistic role of the Trogir portal and its masters (5).
The Trogir portal is a patchwork. However, this patchwork makes sense in terms of a seemingly coherent
program which, in its final for.m , can be defined as the
history of the Fall an<l Redemption through the Incarnation and Passion. At the bottom are four pairs of atlantes
suffering in chains of their sins (fig. 1); above, on the
backs of the lion and the lioness are Adam and Eve, the
origin of the sinful state of mankind . Little figures on
the jambs and collonettes, often fighting among them-

selves represent the state of disorder incurred through
the Fall. But adjacent to them, on two vertical strips
one finds the reliefs of saints, some of them definitely apostles, signifying the arrival of the New Law
(fig. 1). Next to those, two strips containing an incomplete sequence of the labors of the months (six oi: seven)
confirm this new ordering of the Universe, made possible by the event represented in the Lunette (fig. 4)
which shows a «Nativity » surrounded by the « Washing
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2-3. RADOVAN'S PORTAJ., RTGHT ANO LHJl'I' SWl!S.

of the Child >>, the << Annunciation to the Shepherds»
and the << Cavalcade of the Magi ». At the springing of
the inner voussoir one finds an « .Annunciation », at its
apex the « Adoration >> accompanied hy « Joseph's
Dream>> and in between the hosts of angels. The
outer voussoir shows scenes from Christ's life in not
too regular sequence, which starts at the bottom left
with the « Flight into Egypt >> continues on the right
with the « Baptism » and, ahove, the «Temptation»,
returns to the left with the « Entry into Jen1salcm >>
followed by the << Washing of the Feet >>, the << Plagellation » and the «Crucifixion» and is concluded on the
right with the « Tbrce Marys>> and the « Resunection ».
This program appears fairly coherent but it would be
more correct to say that various pieces were forced into
a coherent mould. As I have demonstrated elsewhere,
the program should be read from the center where the
Junette, signed hy Radovan, is the key piece in the
interpretation of the program. Thi.s unique << Nativity >> lunette in which the focus is on the Mother an<l
Child, the Child's corporeality, and the cleansing property
of water was conceived as a « poster » refuting the
teachings of dualist heretics in Dalmatia (6). The Junette
was surrounded by a voussoir by Radovan, with the
« Annunciation » (figs ..5-6) at the springings and the
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« Adoration of the Magi » (again centering on the Mother
and the Child) at the apex, nowadays pushed somewhat
off-center due to a later insertion of two stones with
angels by a different hand. Radovan's style is also evident in the two collonettes, and some of the months the whole, but obviously iJ1complete pilaster on the eight,
and the two upper scenes on its left counterpart (figs. 2-3).
Radovan's may also be the figures of the Hons although
his style is primarily that of a master in relief who
nevertheless sometimes achieves a remarkable illusion of
volume (e.g., in the << Washing of the Child>~), but
who still likes small figures, picturesque detail and
painterly bravura. The precision of his cutting may .indicate that be was als.o acquainted with the works in
metal and wood.
What Ra<lovan contributed, incomplete as it is, is sufficient to allow us to imagine the portal as designed by
its hea<l master. An intetesting analogy exists between
what we see in Trogir and Quintavalle's reconstruction
of the portal of the Cathedral of Parma: « Annuncia·
tion » at the springing of the voussoir, angels in the
voussoirs, months on the jambs (7). One may speculate
that originally Ra<lovan provided for the Junette, two
voussoirs (the inner one expanded later, whereas the
outer one either completely disappeared, or was never
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attempted by Radovan) , two colloncttes at the jambs,
and two vertical strips with the months on each side of
the pvrtal; t he lions may have been made to support a
never executed porch. Radovan seems never to have
finished the portal. In 1242 the Kingdom of Hungary
and Croatia was exposed to a devastating invasion of the
Tartars; what followed was a painful rebuilding of the
country (8). Little room was left for interest in art. In
my opinion, the sculptures signed in 1240 were never
put in place by Radovan and he never completed all the
scuJpture needed for the portal. If he survived the invasion, he most likely left to look for a job elsewhere.
Other sculptures we see today could be made to fit into
the framework prepared by Radovan. The workshop of
the Cathedral opened early in the thirteenth century and
some of the sculpture may have accumulated before Radovan took the project into his able hands (9). Some of
the works of earlier. laborers may have been totally
outshined and rejected to be used only after 1242 when
the supervisors had tO look for every possible way to
literally mend the holes in the portal. The right hand
pilaster (fig. 2) with three flatish saints may be a work
of a more archaic artisl wot king under Apulian influence (10) . The atlantes display a competent style, crisp
and inclined toward graphic incision. To the same master
previous ~cholarship has attributed a host of sculptures:
the « Entry into Jerusalem», the «Baptism», the
«Temptation», the « Washing of the Feet» two out of
the « Three Marys», and « Adam and Eve». All these
sculptures can indeed be grouped around another artist
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of personality, less skilful than Radovan, uneven in his
production and seemingly more at ease when handling
larger figures than narrative reliefs. T he atlantes are quite
convincing as volumes in spite of their blocklikeness
and graphic folds. These « secular » figures on whkb the
artist could shed his somewhat dour humor are his finest
contribution to the portal. When, in reliefs, he is con·
fronted with the grotesque and the revulsive, as in the
naked devils of the << Temptation » bis « expressionist >>
qualitie.s become visible. When representing the serene
or the heroic, as in the other reliefs of the life of Christ,
his products fall short of the mark. His compositions seem
unruly and haphazard, the lack of inner dramatic relationship within a scene being compensated, without success, by exaggerated movement and gesticulation. One
should also note the striking difference between some of
the younger male faces done with a classical model in
mind and, oftentimes, the sheer ugliness of rhe elderly
and the women. He seems uncomfortable in spacing his
scenes in the voussoir, the result being stiffness and awkward poses (see the hovering angel in the « Flight into
Egypt»). The << Adam and Eve», sti£f as they are, c1gain
indicate the artist's interest in free standing statues (figs.
2-.3). In spite of his squarishness, Adam is not unconvincing as a volume, and the same is true of Eve in spite of
the rare ugliness of her face. Our master, dumsy as he may
be, tends toward the real sculpture in round; he sees big
rather than small, stark rather than nuanced. In narrative
reliefs he is lost. Regardless of whether he worked ini·
tially on a different project, or together with Radovan, his

works coul<l have been easily used to expand the Redemption through Incarnation message of Radovan's
sculptures (11).
Another master was called in, in my opinion c. 1300,
to complete the work in progress. This primitive, witty
artist was quite well acquainted with Gothic vocabulary.
His are the three apostles on the left, the stones with
angels inserted into the inner voussoir, the « Atrest of
Cbtist », the «Flagellation», the «Crucifixion» and the
« Resurrection ». These reliefs both fill the gaps ( the
third Mary was also ordered to suit) and finish of the
« Passion >> sequence started by the Master of the Atlantes. He also made, to measure, the february and March,
the latter month thus represented twice which shows
that by the time of his intervention the supervisors may
have already forgotten the meaning of the Young Warrior
(Radovan's March) or considered h the representation of
May. And thus the portal was completed around 1300.
It may have been tampered with, but not radically, when
Nicholas of Florence added two angels underneath the
lintel late in the fifteenth century (12). Although more
study, especially of the measures, would be useful, I be-
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lieve that my attempt is a reasonable reconstruction of
what was going on in the Trogir workshop in the course
of the thirteenth century. The portal is indeed a patchwork. Four styles emerge centering around the archaic
Master of the Apostles, Radovan, the Master of the
Atlantes and the Master of the Passion of Christ. But
this patchwork was put together into an apparently unified, coherent program.
Two among the Trogir sculptors could have participated in the portal of San Marco . Radovan and the Masters of the Atlantes. The Masters of the Apostles is too
archaic (or simply too early), the Master of the Passion
too late. Since Radovan is a more accomplished artist we
will consider him first. All we know about Radovan is
his name and that he considered himself a « praeclarus
magister ». He must have earned this fame somewhere
and Trogir must have been a mature work hy his hand.
How to reconstruct his artistic life before Trogir? Any
artist starts out within a certain tradition. An artist who
docs not add anything new is an imitator; an artist who
transforms the tradition, a revolutionary. Even the greatest among the Eastern Adriatic artists operate within the
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traditional lines, to which they graft, with more or less
talent, stimuli rece.ived from abroad. As witnessed by
Francesco Laurana, George of Sibenik, Giulio Clovio,
Giovanni Dalmata or Andrea Meldola, such artists, not
infrequently, attain a degree of quality, but they continue
to honor the tradition - either native or foreign - and
so sometimes work simultaneously in several styles, based on various formative traditions. This is easily undersrood in a milieu which had always been a borderland
between the West and Byzantium. Creative assimilation,
not transformation of tradition, is the aim of Croatian
artists. Radovan's arc falls fully within this category.
His links with the local tradition are evident in his iconogr11phy (e.g., in the «Nativity») based on Byzantine
sources and totally domesticated by the thh'teenth century
(St. Nedeljica panels from Zadar, c. 1070, the frescoes of
St. Krsevan, Zadar, c. 1200, the doors by Andrija Buvina for Split Cathedral, 1214, the Trogir Evangelistary,
1240) ( 13). Radovan's Virgin wears a Byzantine veil and
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recalls the image known from hundreds of icons appearing also in Romanesque painting of Dalmatia (H). However, Radovan 's style , at the first glance, displays few
local characteristics. His decorative repertoire is mostly
Venetian, and the same is the source of his painterly
approach to sculpture. A fine sense for full, taut bodily
forms and a certain metal1ic hardness is due to an influence of Antelamiesque art (15). Not only did Radovao
model his portal on Antelarni's presumed design for that
of Parma Cathedral, but his «Annunciation» at Trogir
is a line by line trnnscription of the « Annunciation »
now in the Baptistery of Parma, made most likely for the
portal of the Cathedral (16). However, the same interest
in plastic values was made possible by a study of Antiquity locally available in numerous Roman ruins. Iconography was enriched through imports. From Venice probably comes the striking form of the month of March represented as u legionary accompanied by the God of
Wind. January has been linked by Jean Richer to Amiens
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9. ANDltIJA BUVJNA, CATH l:.DRA!.S DOORS, ANNUNC1ATION. Split,
Cathedral .
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and is not the onJy reference to western art beyond Italy (17). The« Magi>> in Trogir wear crowns, the Virgin
Jeclines on a bed rather than a mattress, the use of the
curtain which appears pulled to the sides of the bed
is French thus, like on a stage, displaying the mother and
the child. One finds the same device at Athies (c. 1180),
Laon (c. 1195-1205) and the choir screen at Chartres (18).
Nobility and restraint displayed by the figures of the
months, some of the figures on the collonettes and some
of the angels may speak in favor of a direct influence of
French High Gothic, although the same features may
have been arrived at through the experience of the artistic milieus of Parma and Venice. Many factors have
taken paJt in the formation of Radovan's art and his
Trogir work is an amalgam of these various expedences.
For this reason, alrhougb his style, or actually handwork,
is so characreristic, the atmosphere of various parts of
the portal differs. The Virgin in the « Nativity » displays
a certain Byzantine stiffness; the ceremonial nobility of
the « Annunciation» is Byzantine, classical gravity rules
the « Washing of the Child»; but a kind of enchanted,
naive realism is present in the shepherds in the lunette
and the « Cavalcade of the Kings». This atmosphere of
a popular legend is also noticeable in the « Adoration »
and the smilino angels on the first voussoir. The interest
in objective ;ealism culminates in the months. This
interest in the world of objective realism is placed within
a fairy-tale world and this blend is found at its purest in
the two collonettes showing little human beings and
beasts within a scroll, acting within the geometric order
of this imaginary wilderness with a surprising abandon
and agility - alone, fighting one another, or struggli~g
with animals - acting out their atavistic, often bestial
instincts in the enchanted loops of this primeval forest.
From the treasury of ancient myths there step out in
front of our eyes the old man Silenus, a healthy young

centaur, Europe on her bull, a gladiator, a Roman legionary. There are hunters of all kinds chasing stags, boars,
birds - or they themselves become prey - like that
unfortunate creature overpowered by a huge bear. In
these colonettcs one seems to find a summary of Radovan's art: the Romanesque (or even Byiantine) ordering
of the composition, classical references in both subjectmauer and form (note the naked beaury of the centaur),
Gothic charm of the falconer (fig. 13) and, overall, the
incredible sense to combine the richness of naturalistic
observation with the fairy-tale world of the imaginary
wood. As one approaches the center of the portal the
style becomes more solemn. In the Junette Radovan draws
on imperial or royal styles - Byzantine, Classical and
French Gothic. Toward the outskirts the effect is less
severe, but the style equally varied. However, the handwork remains the same. It is the band of a master of relief
often capable of reconciling striking contradictions of
painterly and plastic values. When dealing with naked
bodies Radovan is supremely plastic. When draperies are
imposed over the bodies, they still allow the bodily forms
co show through. They are crisply cut, but not exactly
sharp, often parallel and concentric. Long drop-folds ru·c
formed along the legs and hang over the arms moving
with rhe bodies, although not always exactly related to
them. Toward the ends they are tubular - cylindrical and
pure, essentially plastic but producing a painterly play of
light and shade. Graphic incisions appear in faces and
hair, but they are not too sharp thanks to the soft curving
and painterly discontinuity of lines. This results in an
even richer interplay of light and shade, drawing one's
attention to the faces which of ten wear a rather unpleasant expression of overeagerness or anxiety. The faces are
very little varied. We find an Old Man type (Joseph),
the Young Man (Angels, Shepherds), and the Woman
(Mary, Maids). The overeagerness is furthermore empha-

To start, t would like to return to the<< Annunciation»
in the Parma Baptistery (figs. 7-8). As I have shown elsewhere, the Trogir « Annunciation» is, in a more fluid
style, a line by line reproduction of the Parma group (l9).
I will just briefly mention here again the awkwMd gesture o( the right hand of the Parma Virgin, stuck too
closely to her shoulder, which is literally repeated in
otherwise much freer figure in Trogir. The Trogir artist
knew the work in Parma. Bue is this all? Could a medieval :irtist afford to roam around Europe without earning his living by his art? As djf(erenr as the two Virgins
may appear we believe that they are by the same hand.
However, the distance Ln time is considerable, as many as
20· .30 years, as well as the difference of experience (20).
A reconsideration of Dalmatian art around 1200 convinces
me that it is l'casonahle to ascribe the Annunciation
at Parma to Radovan. The twelfth century produced very
little. The thfrtecmh century opens with the fragments
from Dubrovnik Cathedral by the master of Jacob's
Dream in Trani, a foreign idiom never to be reused
again. (21). In central Dalmatia one meets the powerful
personality of the sculptor and painter Andrija Buvina,
author of the wooden doors of Split Cathedral (22) (fig.
9). By the time he undertook this commisison ( l214 ) Bu-
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sized by movement and gestures. Radovan loves figures
which energetically rush in, curving forward in a compulsion to act, strained in an exaggerated contraposto,
their heads pulled in between their shoulders. Or displaying a certain passivity or lassitude, a detente type of
melancholy (the « April », or indifference the << January»). Somerimes this type of expression turns into a
pleasant detachment: as in the falconer and some other
figures of the collonettes (£ig. 11), the « March », the
angels in the « Annunciation to the Shepherds». Or sometimes, the artist is even capable of conveying a genuine emotion: the Shepherds receiving the good news, the
young king in the << Adoration>>, the month of « December» .
By the rime he reached Trogir, Radovan had been
around the world. The contradictions one sees in his art
are a result of various influences he had to undergo,
never becoming secure enough to coin them into a really
personal style. The « praeclarus magister » of Trogir was
a man superbly skilful, aware of alJ fashions worth pursuing, a master of everything that is well liked and most
modern. He built bis artistic personality as one of competence, charm and vittuosiLy without ever attaining real
greatness. This is our judgement on Radovan on the
basis of his only signed work. It will be necessary now
to try to retrace tbe steps of his artistic evolution .
.32

vina must have been a master of renown and a model for
young artists. Buvina's style is strikingly archaic. His flat·
ness is of an a.lmost eady Romanesque character, relieved,
however., by his talent for lively narration, dramatic albeit
somewhat confused composition, and, in spite of graphism, some interest for roundness of form. Some innovative iconographic patterns, especially in the Passion
sequence of the doors, must have been stimulated by
contemporary central Italian models. In the Infancy sequence Buvina is, even in his iconography, totally within
tbe local, Byzantine inspired tradition. The transmitter of
the central Italian models was most likely Archbishop
of Split, Bernard of Perugia (1200-1218), wh0 is known
to have possessed numerous illuminated codices (23). Since no monumental sculptme of the twelfth century was
extant, Buvina must have drawn on such models as
paintings, miniatures and metalwork. The Byzantine character of such scenes as the « Annunciation » and « Nativity » is obvious, as well as the quasi-hellenic dress of
the protagonists and hieratic enlargment of the key figures. Ruvina's bodies are often reduced to a formula, but
this formula is not without substance.
The Parma « Annunciation» shows that its master
must have been traineJ in a milieu open to Byzantine
form. One finds the neohdlcnic repose and economy of
expression, anJ Byzantine references even behind such
details as the form, position and direction of the folds.
It is not unlikely that the artist was formed in a paraBy7.antine area such as Dalmatia (24). The metallic hardness coupled with the polished effect of taut curving
surfaces and the precision of the cutting indicate that the
master had metalwork and wood-carving among his models. Why not Buvina's? If one adds again that Radovan
translates in Trogir the Parma « Annunciation >> line by
line, one cannot hut conclude that the Parma « Annunciation » is the work of the same artist some thirty years
earlier. The figures do not seem to disclose a longer
presence in the Parma atelier, from which they may have
adopted a certain sense of monumentality and solid
forms. An angel by the same hand signals the point of
a closer insight into the art of Antelami resulting in an
even higher degree of monumentalism, concentration on
the plastic core, and a more closed form of the sculpture.
Some French characteristics of Radovan's work at Trogir - such as the bed with the screen in the «Nativity}>,
the iconography of «January>> and the occasional High
Gothic repose of some of Radovan's figures, may
indicate that he followed his master, Antelami, to lle-defrance, in the first quarter of the thirteenth century (25).
This hypothesis remains to be studied further.
If he appeared in Venice around 1230, Radovan had
had behind himself, the rich and varied experience of an
artist trained in a para-Byzantine sphere and proficient in
the modern North Italian forms with, possibly, a firsthand experience of the french Gothic. As an Adriatic
artist he would have been sensitive to Venice's conservaLivisrn, but at rhe same time he could respond to the
city's newly developed taste in other varieties of art principally Northern Italian and French.
As already stated, analogies between Venice and Trogir
had been noticed. The most profound study of these relationships is found in the work on San Marco by Otto
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Demus {26). Demus attributes the soffit of the first arch
of the portal, showing mostly animals within decorative
vegetation, to an artist trained in the Adriatic, more
exactly Apulian, tradition; the front of the same arch
with lively << genre >> scenes within scrollwork to a master
under the influence of Antelami; the soffit of the second
arch showing the allegories of the months to an artist
who skilfully combined Byzantine and Antelamiesque
form, and the front of the second arch with the personifications of the virtues, to the continuation of the same
tradition. On the basis of iconographic similarities bet·
ween the months in Venice and Trogir - especially
« March» and « December», and the obvious kinship
between their rich picturesque styles, Demus concluded
that Radovan coul<l have worked on that particular soffit
under the supervision of the head master. Demus also
indicated that two among Radovan's Trogir assistants
worked on the portal of San Marco, too (27). Our reevaluation of Radovan's career will enable us, we hope, to
suggest a new solution.
The portal at Trogir shows a strong influence of Venice. The mannerisms of gesture, movement and pose,
the overstrained expression, the hesitation between plastic
and painterly values may indicate that Venice even dis-
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to an act of violence, whereby the fully dressed boy
dispatches his opponent by a blow of an axe (fig. 14).
Next we find four boys climbing through the branches,
pulling on them and stealing bird's nests. They are followed by another set of four boys in the scrollwork and
then by hunting scenes: an archer within the next roundel (fig. 15) and tben a centaur and a dragon and, at the
apex, a boar hunter, and a semi-dressed man with flaming
hair hunting a lion, with two bears underneath. follows
a woman attf1cked by a man with a whip and
then a scene in which a youth fills a vessel held by
another, while a woman pours some liquid into a mug
held by yet another young man. Thcse two couples are
watched over by a sombre, hooded man followed hy a
youth carrying a tool, a man and a woman observing
his progress (fig. 16). The last scene before the man on
the bull shows an elderly gentleman and a youth who
seem:; to be presenting or show ing something to the « teacher•> (fig. 20). These are the vague but lively scorics of
rhe front of the second arch, conveyed in basically two
different styles: Style One of the first two stones on the
left (the woman on the lion and the fits.t two boy couples) belongs to an artist whose strength does not lie in
the depiction of human beings and their expressions.
This artist may have also worked on the soHit of
the first arch. Just compare the pose, expression and
general angularity of the lionfighter of the soffit to the
hoys of the front, and the lions and the birds. The rest
of the front is in a different style, although not necessarily all by the same hand. Somewhat different from the
majority are the man on the hull, slightly softer, Hatter
and mote linear; the identity of heaJs and their features - fine ovals with parallel and almost graphically
14. ·rwo DOYS FIGHTING, FACE OP THE FIRST ARCH OP TIIE MAIN
PORTAL. Venice, S. Ma"o.
15. YOUTH CLIMRJNG IN Tl/I:. SCROLL ANT) ARCflP.R., FACE OP TIIE
FIRST ARCH OF THE MAIN PORTAL. Venice. S. Marco.

turbed Radovan's artistic language (28). He must have
gone through a thorough « Venetianization », but his
s tarting point was his Antelamiesque background.
Taking all this into consideration, I wiU try to demonstrate that Radovan was the head master of the
front of the first arch, universally seen as a product of
an artist trained in a Pranco-.t\ntehuniesque atmosphere (29). I will try to substantiate this suggestion by a
number of comparisons with the reliefs at Trogir, primarily with those which show a kinship in size, subjectmatter and content - the two collonettes - and only on
the basis of this, proceed to point out some similarities
with other figures of the portal. The front of the second
arch con:;ists of then wedgeshaped stones. On the
left, at the springi ng we find a woman on a lion
holding two branches from which grows the decorative
scroll ending at the right springing in the hands of a
youth riding a bull. The branches form seven roundels
alternating with x-shaped knots. At the first knot
one finds two boys, one naked, one dressed, quarelling with each other which leads, in the first roundel,
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drawn hair - forces us to give to this hand the boy
in the lower right hand corner of the third stone,
and the two right hand youths on the next stone. The
fifth, sixth and seventh stones - from the archer to the
tall hooded figure are by the head master of the arch.
In the eighth stone we find a ·somewhat different
treatment, with sharper folds, squarish faces and awkward gestures. The same hand is responsible for the
ninth stone with the exception of the upper part of the
« teacher >> which goes beyond this artist's potentials and
was carved by the head master. The head master is
also to be credited with the remaining two boys of the
fourth stone, an<l may have also worked on the three
remaining boys of the third stone, the participation of
his assistants not being ruled out.
It is possible to put together a long list of similarities
between the Trogir collonettes and the front of the first
arch at San Marco. Their role in the respective programs
is similar, and they seem to comment on the unruly,
irrational forces governing the life of the Universe and
mankind, an<l, possibly, with indications of the latter's
potential for growth toward more rational behavior (30).
The contents of both works have much in common and
the Trogir collonettes being later should, we assume,
reflect the style of the front of the first arch. And, in
my opinion, they indeed do. Let us compare a few figures. The archer in Trogir is a faithful repetition of the
archer in Venice. See especially the silhouette, the legs
and feet, and the folding of the draperies (figs. 11, 15).
The man pulling at a branch in Trogir is an elder, more
energetic brother of the youth performing the same act
in Venice. The youth carrying tbe branch over his shoulder annunciates, in reverse, the man hitting the snake in
Trogir. The boar hunter in Venice is reflected by a
seated man pulling the scroll branch in Trogir an<l the
Trogir boar hunter. This is also true of animals, such as
lions narrowing toward their rear, boars with the finely
incised hairs along their spine (which probably derive
from the boars at tbe Parma Baptistery) and the feline
like bears.
The faces of individual figures show striking analogies:
for example the youths climbing the scwll in Venice and
the Horseman hunting the Deer or the Man attacked
by the Rear in Trogir. The woman pouring the wine
recalls the centaur and the Europe in Trogir. A certain
dreamlike expression noticeable in Venice is found
in Trogir too: it is best represented by the falconer, the hunter with a spear, and the man with a dog
on a leash. Figures with large hea<ls and large feet are
found at both places. Hair and hairstyle is the same.
In both groups of reliefs we find a concentration on the
eyes, giving the actors an eager, energetic look. The
handling of the draperies is also similar. They are often
broken into triangular and V-shaped patterns and, in spite
of gcaphism, they follow the movement of the bodies
underneath. Tubular ends are found both in Venice and
Trqgir. Finally, the acanthus is the same.
How about the other parts of the Trogu: portal? The
woman pottrin~ the wine in Venice (fig. 17) is a close
forerunner of tbe upper part of the midwite holding Christ
in the << Washing of tbe Child 1>. The emphasis on the
knees stretching the draperies is a favorite Radovan

device as witnessed by the angels of the inner voussoir
(and already announced in Parma!). The women in Venice anticipate the features of such Trogir female figures
as the Virgin Annunciate. The head of the « teacher » is
a model for the Trogir Joseph and is already anticipated
by Antelamiesque works in Parma. The lion hunter in
Venice (fig. 18) recalls the topmost shepherd in the Trogir Junette and, even closer, the Wind God in the
« March ». The sombre, hooded man announces the face
of the man shearing the sheep in the Trogir << April ».
And finally the liquid represented as a curving shaft
consisting of parallel slightly twisted strips appears both
in Venice (the drinking scene) and Trogir (the« Washing
of the Child »).
Thus the analogies in proportions, poses, movement,
expression, and details are striking. Naturally, Trogir
comes after Venice and represents a step away from Radovan's Antelamiesque experience. But, in our opinion,
it is but another step in the career of the same master
and enough of his han<lwriting has been retained in Trogir to allow fot the identification of Radovan with the
master of the front of the first arch of the portal of
San Marco.
Are there any similarities between the figures we examined at Parma an<l the art of the front of the first arch?
We believe so. The combination of sharp linear draperies
(less pronounced in Venice) and solid forms of the body,
the stretching of draperies across the knees to allow for
an experience of bodily firmness, is found in both places.
So also are large hands an<l feet an<l somewhat inward
expressions with an emphasis on inset eyes, long straight
noses, rounded cheeks, and not too high foreheads. The
pose of the Virgin recalls the hoo<le<l figure, that of Gabriel the woman to be whipped. The plaited hair of
Gabriel and of the Angel in Parma anticipate the hair
of the women in Venice. Again, we have to take into
consideration a certain distance in time, and, possibly,
a trip to France. The archaic, not unpleasant, stiffness
of the Parma figures has not completely disappeared an<l
sometimes it comes across as awkwardness (the whipping
scene), but sometimes adds a fine touch of restraint
(the youth catrying the tool). The detail in Venice
is more varied, the draperies more expressive. But the
similarities seem to be substantial enough to use them
as an additional double check on our identification: Radovan - The Master of the Annunciation at Parma The Master of the Front of the First Atch of the Portal
of San Marco.
Who was responsible for the eighth and, partly, the
ninth stone of the front? This master, distinguished by
an overriding angularity of figures and poses, by rather
stiff gesticulation, and less varied detail is, we believe,
the Master of the Atlantes of Trogir. The stiff poses of
tbe « parents » watching the young man go to work
(fig. 16) recall his « Washing of the Feet» in Trogir,
with a note that the woman shows a remcrbhle similarity with the figures to the right of Christ in the
« Washing». The lower part of the « teacher» with
thin, narrow, and confusing folds can he compared to
the Joseph in the « Flight into Egypt» or again to
the figures in the « Washing of the Feet>>; only in Venice he seems to be working under a closer supervision

18. LION HUNT, PACE OF THF. FIRST ARC:H OF THE MAIN PORTAL. Venice, S. Marco.

of his master with whom, we believe, he shared the
« teacher>> and maybe some of the youths on the left,
and his unruly style was more disciplined.
What remains to be done is a preliminary comment
on the soffit of the second arch with the representations
of the months (.31). Without any doubt their painterly
style is one of the main sources of Radovan's Trogir style
an<l there is also the iconographic kinship between the
exceptional<< March» (Warrior accompanied by the Wind
God) in Venice and Trogir, between both << Decembers)>
(Killing the Swine} and « Aprils>) (Shepherd with a
sheep, expanded into a genre scene of shearing in Trogir).
Yet, at this point, I fail to see any direct connection.
The soffit, in spite of its homogeneity enforced through
a regular use of acanthus foil, conceived and rigorously
controlled by an artist of high talent is, nevertheless, a
work of several hands. The first six months on the right
( « December )> through « July » going backwards) may
be by an artist, or a group of artists, who adhere to
the acanthus border. His finely rounded forms contrast
with sudden angularitks and his thin, stick-like folds are
not too well related to the body. The quality is uneven.
We find the fine<• December» (Killing the Swine) beauti·
fully related to the frame, the lively « October » (Digg·

ing) and just a bit stiffer « July >> (Mowing), but also
awkward, angular « November» (Bird Catcher) and
« September » (Carrying the Grapes), and the tired, dis·
jointed << August» (Youth Fallen Asleep in the Heat).
Ra<lovan must have studied those reliefs with interest.
The pose and expression of the young shepherd wearing
a hat in the Trogir Lunette (fig . 4) is an almost exact
reverse of the Venetian «November» . The chair of
«August» belongs to the same family as Radovan's furniture in Trogir. But the spirit is different. There is a
certain sleepiness not to be confused with the dreamlike
quality of some among Radovan's works.
The Christ at the apex and « June » (Reapi.ng) and
<(May» (Youth Crowned with Flowers) are by a master
cbaractetized by broad, fanned out folds, ru1d propensity
for decorative surface play. The «April» (Canying a
Sheep) and « March » (Warrior) a~e by an artist using
heavy, daylike folds and also typified by rather ugly
faces. The <f February» (Warming Himself at the Fire)
and tbe <(January» (Carrying Wood) are the finest. of
all · fully liberated, animated figures which do not
unnecessarily compete with the frame but i::el.ate. logk~lly
to it. The artist is sure in his depiction of detail,
and yet his knack for detail does not take. away
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from the experience of the whole. Here is a master
of superior talent. Is he Radovan? The fluid, intent
and yet relaxed « February » goes far beyond his
« January » counterpart in Trogir. And yet there is a
similarity between the Wood Carrier (« January ») in
Venice and the Hog Slayer («December») in Trogir.
Could we assume that Ra<lovan here finished a work
designed and roughed out by an artist of superior
gifts · the artist of the << February » who may have been
the designer of the entire arch? This is a question which
right now I can only pose hoping to reopen the discussion
of the whole soffit of the second arch of the portal {32).
I would like to suggest that Radovan, after his train·
ing in Dalmatia c. 1200, joined the Parma workshop,
and, sometime, between c. 1210 and 1225 contributed
three figures to the sculpture of the Cathedral Portal,
under the supervision of Antelami. He may have, after
that, made a trip to Ile-de-France. Upon his return he
joined the Venetian workshop and worked there c. 12.3040. By the end of the decade he was in Trogir where he
signed the lunette of the portal. At this point he cannot
be traced beyond Trogir.
We all seem to agree that styles travel, but styles
cannot travel unless people who practice them travel too.

I doubt that a sculptor can transplant a style of monumental sculpture without a direct experience of the source.
While travelling, artists also worked. It is much more
comfortable to talk about abstract << styles >> than real
individuals, but in order to produce a truer picture of
the past we have to accept the fact that we are dealing,
after all, with real people, open to influence and suggestion, some more some less creative, some more some
less stable in their artistic tradition. We just do not
know what the personal style of an artist trained, say,
in Parma c. 1200, would be again in Parma c. 12.30 after
he had worked at Chartres and Paris. How to distinguish
an Italian among his French colleagues in France; or,
what distinguished him from real French artists once he
was back home. We just do not know. But it is time
to start asking those questions. We know that French
artists worked in the Holy Land, that Suger summoned
artists from all over Europe, that a Frenchman, Jean de
St. Die worked in Alba Iulia in Transylvania. I believe
that Radovan may be another case of, at least hypotheti·
cally traceable, travelling artist. I am in no way stubbornly claiming to have solved the old problem of the
Dalmatian hands at the portal of San Mar.co, but my
careful consideration of the evidence convinces me that
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my reconstruction of the artist's caxeer is at least a viable
hypothesis. I hope it may stimulate further discussion
over one truly fascinating work of medieval art - the portal of San Marco in Venice - and over one, in my opi-

nion, of tbe most crucial questions of medieval art studies; that of the travel of forms and ideas through an
ongoing exchange among the artists and their dialogue
with the monuments themselves.
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